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Every one minute of time spent in planning saves five
in reviewing and editing.

Lanning Checklist

1.

Answer the following questions:

a.

What is the main message?

b.

Who is the reader?

c.

What do I want the reader to do/to know/to agree with?

d.

What information does he or she need?

e.

What are the differences between us in terms of our knowledge of the subject?

f.

How is the reader likely to think about the topic? How would he or she expect to
receive the information?

2.

Organize your thoughts in the most useful order.

3.

Start with a solid, "lead" paragraph
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Use "Lead" Paragraphs

Begin with a lead paragraph to let your reader know your main message right away.

Think of the 5 Ws:
Who - Who is your message for?
What - What is it about?
Why - Why does your reader need the information?
When - When is action required?
Where - Where will people be affected?
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ACTIVE vs. PASSIVE
TONE
To be seen as "active, " use the active voice. This can be accomplished by ensuring that the subject
of each sentence performs the action. For example, "John wrote the report." A passive voice, or
tone, emerges when this is reversed, so that the verb is performed by the subject. For example,
"The report was written by John," is passive.
The exception in the Fund is that the passive voice is used when creating formal reports on past
events. For example, summings up for Board discussions are written in the past—or "passive"—
tense. Although summings up are drafted originally before Board meetings, they are actually delivered, or read out, at the end of Board meetings to report on discussions that have, by that time, already taken place. Also, the passive voice can be used—purposely—to create ambiguity or to
avoid blame. For example, "an error was found" is used more frequently in (and by) institutions
than "we made a mistake."

Passive

Active

It was felt that the budget was too large.

Mr. X felt that the budget was too large.

The findings were analyzed by Hay
Associates.

Hay Associates analyzed the findings.

When your order is received, your desk will
be delivered.

We will deliver the desk as soon as we receive
your order.

Fuel-cost savings were realized through the
installation of thermal insulation.

The installation of thermal insulation cut fuel
costs.

The memo was sent by Ms. X three weeks
ago.

Ms. X sent the memo three week ago.

* HINT— if a verb is following by the word "by," the sentence is probably passive. Turn it around!
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Exercise: Read only the first sentence of the following article. From this, could you get the main
message?

Sentences1
The most effective way to write lively, powerful, engaging sentences is to write as close as possible to the way you speak. In other words, be yourself. Once you have the energy of clear, honest,
natural words on paper, then you can forge them into the kind of sentences that Ernest Hemingway says separate architecture from interior decorating. Here are some tips on how to do it.
Choose nouns over adjectives. Adjectives are indispensable to speech, but there isn't one that can
replace even the weakest noun. Nouns are where the information is. They're the names of the people, places, and things our readers want most to know about.
Adjectives drain most nouns of their color, especially if they are over-done. The adjective "very," for
example, is particularly debilitating: "This is a very important lesson that we should all pay very
close attention to."
Choose verbs over adverbs. Verbs are where the action is. They're the ones that give good writing
its power. Although there is nothing wrong with adverbs, you preserve energy in a sentence every
time you eliminate one or replace it and the verb it assists with a strong verb. Consider the difference
between "John went quickly to the photocopy machine" and "John rushed to the photocopy machine." The word "rushed" is doing more than twice the work of "went" and "quickly."
Choose plain words over fancy ones. Let your ear be your guide. If you wouldn't say the word,
you're probably better off not writing it. Rich, ornate, beauteous words are often unhealthy and
sometimes sickening.
Choose specific words over general ones. One of the surest ways to hold any reader's attention is to
be specific. The more specific you are, the sharper the pictures you create in your readers' minds, and
the better they remember what you've said. Instead of telling your reader, "I'll call you next week
about this problem," consider "Joan, I'll call you next Thursday afternoon about Bob's request for a
raise. Let me know then what you want me to tell him." "I'll call you next week" is too vague. "I'll
call you next Thursday afternoon." however, lets Joan know that Thursday afternoon she's going to
hear from you. During the

1. Reprinted from The Write Stuff: A Style Manual for Effective Business Writing, Andersen, Richard, and Hinis, Helene; National Press Publications, U.S.A., 1990.
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week, she's going to be thinking about that telephone call, and the chances are good that when you call she'll have
some idea what she wants you to tell Bob.
Choose short sentences over long sentences, especially if the information is complicated. Some editors claim that any
sentence with more than 17 words is too long, but there is no sure-fire rule governing the length of sentences. A sentence
should be as short or as long as is necessary to express a complete thought. Generally speaking, short sentences are easier to read. On the other hand, beware of lining up too many short sentences in a row:
I received your order for 25 office chairs on October 4. A labor strike has delayed shipment. We recently
hired new workers. Your chairs will be on their way in a week. I apologize for the inconvenience. It
won't happen again. Your patience is appreciated.
Choose the personal over the impersonal. People enjoy reading and responding to other people. Instead of merely stating the benefits of a particular product, service or idea, show the reader how what you have to offer will benefit him or
her in some specific, personal way. Say, for example, you want your client to renew his or her insurance policy. Instead
of just pointing out how much money your client will be awarded under what circumstances, remind your client of the
time he or she had an accident and how quickly our company responded. Or tell your client about the time something
happened to another client and how you were able to help that person in ways other agents or insurance companies
couldn't.
A Final Word About Sentences
Draw a slash through each period in every memo or letter your write. If the distance between the slashes is approximately the same, all your sentences are pretty much the same length; and if all your sentences are approximately the
same length, you're putting your reader to sleep. Vary the length of your sentences the same way you would vary the
length of your paragraphs: it is a subtle way of keep your readers awake.
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evising Checklist

1.

Ensure that:

•

the main message is loud and clear;

•

the reader will know what is expected of him;

•

supporting points are made in a logical sequence;

•

there is no repetition of ideas or unnecessary detail; and

•

text contains NO jargon, acronyms, or abbreviations—or that they are clearly
explained

2.

Revise the text to make it as short and as specific as possible
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Wordiness
Common phrases that can almost always be deleted:
It should be noted that
It is recognized that
It may be seen that
It is the intention of this writer to
I believe that
I would note that

It has been shown that
It must be remembered that
What is known is
My personal view is
I feel confident that I would like to state that

Common Phrases that should be revised

In order to
Period of time
Due to the fact that
For the purposes of
In the event that
In such manner, or so as to
In an effort to
In connection with
Is supportive of
To be of great benefit
Pertains to the problem of
At this point in time
In agreement with
Make an effort to
In so far as
In spite of the fact that
At a later date
In the near future
In view of the fact that
For the reason that
Combined together with
Consensus of opinion
At all times
In the event that
plan in advance
any and all
as a general rule
current status
first and foremost
personal opinion
whether or not

to
period
because
so; to
if
so; to
to
with; related to
supports
benefits
concerns
now; at the present stage
agree
try; make every effort to*
so
despite; in spite of
later; in due course*
soon
Because; In light of the
Because
with
consensus; agreement
always
if
plan
any/all
generally
status
first/most important
opinion
whether

An asterisk indicates could be seen as "code."
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Editing Checklist
Check for:
•
•

•
•
•

Clarity—missing words
Subject/verb agreement and noun/
pronoun agreement
Common usage errors
Common punctuation errors
Appropriate style guide*
(APSA manual: http://www.wisc.edu/
writing/

When in doubt, check it out!
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Common Grammatical Errors

Subject/verb agreement:
Your address in our files is correct
Neither of the invited speakers is able to attend.

Remember: Country names are always singular: China is a country in Asia. Its economy is growing rapidly. To make a country plural, refer to its people: China is a country in Asia. The Chinese
authorities are working to attract foreign direct investment.

Ensure noun/pronoun agreement:
The United States is experiencing a recession. It is pursuing fiscal stimulus measures.
If a diplomat is ready to travel, he or she needs to obtain security clearance.

Ensure sentences are complete:
Each sentence must have at least one noun and at least one verb. For example, “Was turning on his computer” is
not a sentence, because it has no subject. “Major Y turning on his computer” is not a sentence because it has no
verb. To fix either, add the missing element: “Major Y was turning on his computer.”

Avoid “fused” or “run-on” sentences:
“His back was injured, he could not come to class.” Either break into two sentences or join the two independent
clauses. ‘His back was injured, so he could not come to class.”
Use abbreviations sparingly and consistently:
Use an abbreviation only if the thing it refers to is named several times in the same document.
Always spell the item to be abbreviated out for the first references, and use the abbreviation every time it appears
thereafter.
Do not use an apostrophe when making abbreviations plural.
The European Union (EU) is negotiating an economic partnership agreement (EPA) with South Korea. It already
has EPAs in place with several other countries.
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The Rules of Subject—Verb
Agreement

1. Do not be misled by nouns or pronouns coming between the
subject and the verb:
Every one of you is invited to the pre-game party.
The educational background of cadets is used to place them in the military.

2. Subjects joined by “and” are usually plural:
My parents and my uncle are coming to commencement.
My brother and my sister live in India.

3. Every and Each are singular:
Every leave request form has to be considered.
Each form needs to be copied.
4. If one subject is singular and another is plural, use the one that comes closest to the verb:
The quality and the prices have changed.
5. Either, neither, one, everybody and anyone take singular verbs:
Everybody has a role to play.
Each cadet structures data to be presented in tables.
Collective nouns are singular when they refer to a group as a unit:
The core of cadets adheres to a code of honor.
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Common Usage Errors
about/approximately/around
about = a rough estimate
approximately = implies accuracy. (There are approximately 1.06 quarts in a liter)
around= implies location, NOT amount
accept/except
accept = to receive willingly, or to agree with
except = excluding (You will be reimbursed for everything except meals.)
advice/advise/inform
advice = noun, as in a piece of advice
advise = verb, to provide counsel or suggestions
inform = verb, to communication information
affect/effect
affect = verb, to change or influence
effect = as a noun, result or outcome
as a verb, to bring about (“To effect real change, you have to adjust current thinking.”)
alternate/alternative
alternate = substitute
alternative = a choice between two or more possibilities
anxious/eager
anxious = worried
eager = highly desirous of something; looking forward to it
beside/besides
beside = next to
besides = in addition to
compare to/compare with
compare to = the things concerned are not like objects compare with = the things concerned are similar objects
*To remember, think of the Shakespearean sonnet that begins "Shall I compare thee to a summer's day?" A person and a day are NOT like objects, so you would say "compared to." In the
Fund, we use "compared with" 99.9 times out of 100.
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can/may
can = the ability to
may = implied permission
capital/capitol
capital = a city that is the official seat of government, a capital letter, or money capitol = a building
where a government meets
complement/compliment
complement = enhances to make complete or perfect
compliment = an expression of esteem, respect, or affection
continual/continuous

continual = happens frequently continuous = without
interruption

disinterested/uninterested
disinterested = impartial
uninterested = indifferent
e.g./i.e.
e.g. = for example
i.e. = in other words, or that is

farther/further
farther = refers to physical distance
further = to a greater degree or extent
fewer/less
fewer = refers to units or individuals
less = refers to amounts
irregardless = is not a word, use regardless

guidance/guidelines
guidance = advice on vocational or educational problems
guidelines = policies
over/more than
over = implies position
more than = implies amount
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Common Punctuation Errors

Use Commas to separate items in a series:
The document has been sent to the professor, my classmates, and the Dean of Students.
Use Commas to separate one or more adjectives that describe the same noun:
It was a short, informal meeting.

Put punctuation inside of quotation marks:
The document states that "the majority of people living in the Middle East are Muslim.”
"The HPLaser Jet HIP is the best printer on the market," said Mr. Yemeni.

Hyphenate two words compounded to form an adjective if they precede a noun:
•
•
•
•

long-range goals and objectives
middle-income housing
state-of-the-art technology
year-end totals

•Remember: This rule holds true except when the first of these words ends in ly:
artificially inflated interest rates
financially stable policy

Use an em-dash to add explanatory material that is not part of the main thought:
•

The tax policy—revised last year—provides . . .

•

The freshman dorms—and the Dean agrees on this point—need to be sound proofed as part of the refurbishment
project.

Add an apostrophe and an S to make singular words possessive; add an apostrophe after the S to make plural
words possessive:
•
•

Mr. Jones's application has been approved.
Students’ concerns have been addressed.
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